Gap Fills Exercise

Fill in the blanks.

1. We could not agree on any of the discussed problems.

   discussed problems

   problems discussed

2. The questioned people gave their own versions of the story.

   people questioned

   questioned people

3. I ate the only left apple.

   left apple

   apple left
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4. I am very ________________ in the subjects you write about.

| interested | interesting |

5. It was a ________________ ordeal.

| terrified | terrifying |

6. He has always been terribly frightened ________________ dying.

| with | of | from |
7. He is excited about the possibility of becoming the new CEO.

8. I don’t know why she is annoyed with me.

9. I was annoyed with the way she conducted herself.
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10. I was surprised .................................. his attitude

11. Not .................................. what to do, I called the doctor.
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Answers
1. We could not agree on any of the problems discussed.
2. The people questioned gave their own versions of the story.
3. I ate the only apple left.
4. I am very interested in the subjects you write about.
5. It was a terrifying ordeal.
6. He has always been terribly frightened of dying.
7. He is excited about the possibility of becoming the new CEO.
8. I don’t know why she is annoyed with me.
9. I was annoyed by the way she conducted herself.
10. I was surprised by / at his attitude.
11. Not knowing what to do, I called the doctor.